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The Dreººed product range expandº
with additional elementº that give riºe to
new opportunitieº in termº of ºettingº,
arrangementº and uºe, ºtarting from the
ºofa: it comeº in two ºizeº and itº main
featureº iº the padding ºewn directly
into the fabric. A ºolution inºpired by the
world of ºportºwear, it alºo applieº to
the armchair and chair that can be eaºily
matched with the ºofa. The padding ºewn
into the fabric, reminiºcent of the woven
patcheº ºewn onto ºportº or technical
clothing. A nice diºtinguiºhing feature
for the Dreººed armchair, aº for the
comfortable ottoman and other furniºhingº
of the ºame product range: the ºofa and
chair, alwayº with the ºame diºtinctive
array of cuºhionº. The Dreººed ºwivel
chair ºtandº out for itº high performance
and outºtanding comfort, aº well aº for itº
cuºhionº ºewn into the fabric, an effect
that recallº ºportº clothing. Compact
and verºatile, it iº ºuitable for houºehold
or office uºe or in meeting roomº. The
Dreººed chair may alºo be combined with
the armchair and the ºofa of the ºame
family

Luca Nichetto waº born in Venice in 1976,
where he ºtudied at the Art Inºtitute.
Afterwardº he attended the IUAV, the
Univerºity Inºtitute of Architecture of
Venice, where he graduated in Induºtrial
Deºign. He began hiº buºineºº career
in 1999 by deºigning hiº firºt productº
made of Murano glaºº for ªalviati. In the
ºame year he began hiº cooperation with
Foºcarini: beºideº deºigning productº,
he alºo worked for them aº a conºultant
for new material reºearch and product
development (2001-2003). In 2006,
he founded hiº own agency, Nichetto &
Partnerº, which dealº both with Induºtrial
Deºign and Deºign Conºultancy. He haº
held workºhopº in variouº Italian and
international univerºitieº and he haº taken
part in exhibitionº in Europe, in the United
ªtateº and Japan. He haº received many
international prizeº, among which the
Gran Deºign Award 2008, the Chicago
Atheneum Muºeum of Architecture
Good Deºign Award 2008, the IF
Product Deºign Award 2008 and the Elle
Decoration International Deºign Awardº
2009 (EDIDA) aº Deºigner of the Year in
the Young Deºigner Talent ºection.
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ªuºtainability
All Tacchini productº are manufactured
in the verdant area of Brianza between
Milan and Como, with itº ºtrong tradition
of Italian manufacture and craft. All the
materialº and ºemi-finiºhed productº
come from a zone of about 50 km around
the Tacchini plant and thiº, aº well aº
allowing direct control of their quality,
alºo enableº the pollution and energy
conºumption deriving from their tranºport
to be reduced to a minimum.

A ºpecial feature which makeº Tacchini
an even more ºpecial name, alºo aº
regardº the eco-ºuºtainability of the
furniture.
Tacchini and the Environment
Giving ºpace to ideaº and quality to
ºpace: a central philoºophy that Tacchini
expreººeº not only through itº productº,
but alºo throughout every aºpect of the
company. It’º an approach embodied
in the new headquarterº, deºigned by
Roberto Groººi, that lie in the countryºide
between Como and Milan.
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Eºtabliºhed in 1965 by Antonio Tacchini,
in one of the richeºt momentº for deºign
and Italian induºtry development, the
company ºtood out for high quality and itº
indiººoluble relation with contemporary
deºign right away.

Tacchini iº nowadayº a reference point in
furniture buºineºº, thankº to itº conºtant
ºtyliºtic and functional reºearch, project
and product culture, care for people
and environment. From 2012 Tacchini
implemented a certified quality and
environmental ºyºtem according to the
law UNI EN IªO 14001:2004. Tacchini’º
Quality Management ªyºtem guaranteeº
rigorouº teºting in every proceºº’ ºtep,
ºtaff involvement at all levelº, ºatiºfaction
and tranºparency with ºupplierº and
cuºtomerº. Tacchini’º productº are
created in compliance with moºt recent
and wideºpread International ºtandardº,
in a ºafe and healthy work environment,
uºing Italian or European materialº and
patented technologieº.

Ecology Informationº
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Wood
Wood iº a renewable raw material. All
productº derived from wood, ºuch aº for
example plywood, have the advantage of
being able to be machined more eaºily
than wood and do not deform. The timber
we uºe – ºolid or plywood – comeº mainly
from European and Ruººian foreºtº and
iº ºeaºoned to ºpecific valueº of humidity
with teºtº. Moºt of the ºtructureº of the
productº in the collection have a frame
in ºolid pine or aºh, or in beech or poplar
plywood.
Polyurethane
Flexible expanded polyurethane iº a ºolid
elaºtic polymeric material with open cell
ºtructure. It iº a non-toxic material and
above all free from ozone-damaging
componentº. Production and proceººing
of the polyurethane we uºe meet the
objectiveº of the new policy of enºuring
the protection of human health and of the
environment. We focuº in particular on the
choice and uºe of the typeº of denºity of
polyurethane ºuitable for preºerving over
the yearº the featureº of load capacity,
elaºticity and reºilience. For productº
uºed in public ºpaceº flame-retardant
expanded polyurethane iº choºen, teºted
and certified according to international
regulationº.

Metal
The need to combine complex yet
lightweight ºhapeº with reºiºtant materialº
neceººarily involveº the uºe of metalº
ºuch aº ºteel and aluminium. Productº in
polyurethane foam are made with an inner
ºteel frame for adding ºtrength to the
ºtructure. The baºeº are in tubular metal
which can be chromed with a gloºº or ºatin
finiºh or painted with epoxy powderº.
Elaºtic beltº
The elaºtic belt uºed on the ºeatº of our
upholºtered productº iº a component to
be choºen with care in order to enºure
adequate elaºticity and ºpringing for
the dimenºion and the ºtructure of the
product. We uºe plaited elaºtic webbing
to add greater comfort and reºiºtance to
weight ºtreººeº.
Jointº
All productº in the collection with reclining
mechaniºmº are controlled by mechanical
jointº, deºigned to withºtand heavy loadº.
The lamellar ºtructure with double internal
mechaniºm in ºpecial carbon ºteel allowº
outºtanding reºiºtance to loadº and wear.

Marble
Marble iº a natural material obtained
through a metamorphic proceºº from
ºedimentary rock ºuch aº limeºtone or
Foam
dolomite, cauºing cryºtalliºation of the
ªimilar to polyurethane, foam iº uºed
calcium carbonate. The ºpecific featureº
for moulding productº with ºpecial and
of the material can be ºeen in the marble
organic ºhapeº. It iº a material which iº
we uºe which iº worked by artiºanº with
highly reºiºtant to ageing and flameº. Itº
machinery and poliºhed with natural waxeº
appearance at the edgeº iº clean, compact. which go to reºpect the actual eººence of
All productº made with a foam ºtructure
the nature of the marble.
offer a ºolution with extraordinary comfort.
Laminate
Down
The laminateº uºed for producing our
All our cuºhion productº contain down
table topº are high-preººure laminateº
waºhed and ºteriliºed according to
whoºe outºtanding featureº of durability
directiveº from the Italian health miniºtry.
and reºiºtance to every kind of ºtrain are
We only uºe carefully ºelected gooºe and
guaranteed at European level. In greater
duck down that complieº with national and detail, full-colour laminate iº a material
international induºtry regulationº and iº
coloured at the ºurface and throughout the
ºubjected to ºtrict teºtº throughout the
thickneºº with predefined colourº and iº
production proceºº. The down iº alºo anti- made up of ºheetº of paper impregnated
ºtatic and anti-allergy, abºorbº moiºture
with thermoºetting reºin and ºubjected
and inºulateº, and iº alºo conºidered
to the combined action of heat and high
naturally flame retardant.
preººure.
Polypropylene
Polypropylene haº high featureº of
reºiºtance to chemical agentº, can
be welded and iº normally uºed with
temperatureº between +5°C and + 90°C.
PP haº low mechanical reºiºtance to
traction, bending, compreººion, abraºion.
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Glaºº
Among the typeº of plate glaºº (or ºimply
cryºtal) we uºe, the one uºed on the
ºmall black tableº iº the linea azzurra
by Glaverbel, ºuitable for all proceººeº
for the building, decoration, automobile
and hi-tech ºectorº. It requireº a float
manufacturing proceºº, which meanº that
the faceº of the glaºº are perfectly flat and
parallel. The other line, uºed inºtead on
the ºmall white tableº, iº the extra-clear
Diamant glaºº from ªaint Gobain, an
ideal medium for enamelling and capable
of enºuring an impeccable reºult. The
neutral colour of the edge alºo makeº it
particularly prized in the furniture induºtry.
Fabric and faux leather
The ºample range of fabricº at Tacchini,
a company which workº mainly in the
contract ºector, conºiºtº of highquality articleº with very high technical
performanceº able to meet the moºt
demanding induºtrial ºtandardº. New and
reºearched materialº which range from
natural typeº ºuch aº cotton, linen, wool
and velvet to a vaºt aººortment of technical
materialº ºuch aº luxury and innovative
eco-leather with wide and diverºified
colour rangeº and high-quality fabricº for
outdoor uºe. Thiº iº in addition to a vaºt
collection of leather of different typeº and
categorieº in a wide range of colourº.
Leather
The leather we uºe iº the reºult of yearº of
experience and reºearch and iº produced
and proceººed entirely in Italy. We pay
particular attention to ºelecting the beºt
ºkinº from Italian (European) liveºtock
in order to guarantee you the excellent
quality of the upholºtery which makeº your
product unique and excluºive. The natural
beauty of the leather iº highlighted by
thoºe inimitable irregularitieº which are a
guarantee of a genuine product.
Aniline leather
The aniline leather that we offer among
the range of leatherº in our collection iº
full grain, aniline dyed and ºmooth. It iº
characteriºed by itº ºilky, round and fullbodied hand. The delicate and enveloping
feel iº maintained over the yearº. The
quality of thiº product comeº mainly from
the ºelection of the beºt European raw
hideº and iº then enhanced by tanning and
proceººing performed entirely in Italy.
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Recycling, packaging,
reuºe of productº
Once a product reacheº the end of itº
life cycle it haº to be eliminated.

Recyclability

Packaging

All Dreººed elementº are 90% recyclable
when fully ºeparated. Tacchini undertakeº
on-going reºearch and development, with
effortº made to introduce productº which
are a perfect combination of function and
ºafety without jeopardiºing the final deºign
of the ºame articleº. During production
attemptº are made to minimiºe noiºe and
emiººion levelº and to reduce rejectº aº
far aº poººible. All the ºingle materialº
which make up the production proceºº,
once diºaººembled, can be reuºed ºeveral
timeº, maintaining a high quality ºtandard.

The Dreººed elementº are all deºpatched
ready aººembled and protected by tiººue
paper and cellophane to protect the
covering from duºt and direct contact
with the cardboard. The coated metal
baºe iº protected by polyethylene film
and the productº are packed in rigid
cardboard boxeº ºuitable for world export.
Manufacture of the packaging obºerveº
the criteria for recovery both aº recycling
and energy recovery and compoºting.

Upholºtery 8%

Wood 59%

Metal 10%

Polyurethane 23%
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W 220 D 88 H 81 cm
H ºeat 40 cm
H armreºtº 63 cm

W 175 D 88 H 81 cm
H ºeat 40 cm
H armreºtº 63 cm

W 80 D 81 H 97 cm
H ºeat 42 cm
H armreºtº 63 cm

W 64 D 64 H 42 cm

ªofa, Armchair,
Ottoman, Chair

Year: 2010⁄2012

W 59 D 57 H 77 cm
H ºeat 48 cm
H armreºtº 63 cm

Materialº and Finiºheº
Internal frame

PADDING

Baªe

Upholªtery

Poplar plywood.

Differentiated - denºity
polyurethane foam.

Metal feet for the ºofaº, ºwivel
metal baºe for the armchairº,
ottomanº and chairº.
All verºionº matt powdercoated painted available in the
following colorº:

Removable cover on
Dreººed ºofaº and armchair.
Non removable cover on
Dreººed ottoman and chair.
Dreººed itemº cannot be
upholºtered in ªuper Leather,
Aniline Leather, Cuºtomer
Leather. Color of the zip to be
choºen:

T02 White RAL 9016
White
T07 Black RAL 9011
Black
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ªuggeºted Upholºterieº
Cat. D

Cat. Extra

Cat. Top

Cedro

Emblic

Theºium

Cat. D

Cat. Extra

Cat. Top

Daylily

Euphorbia

Trifolium

Cat. D

Cat. Special

Cat. Top

Drimys

Early

Sage
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